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ABSTRACT

Introduction. Over the last decade, considerable progress has been made in the development of three-dimensional finite elements capable of modeling thin structures [1-12]. The coupling between solid and shell formulations has proven to be an interesting way to provide continuum finite element models that can be efficiently used for structural applications.

Methods. The current work proposes the formulation of two solid-shell elements based on a purely three-dimensional approach. These elements have numerous advantages for the analysis of various complex structural geometries that are common in many industrial applications. Their main advantage is to allow such complex structural shapes to be meshed without classical problems of connecting zones meshed with different element types (continuum and structural elements for instance). Another important benefit of solid-shell elements is the avoidance of tedious pure-shell element formulations needed for the complex treatment of large rotations. The two solid-shell elements developed are a 20-node and a 15-node element, respectively, with displacements as the only degrees of freedom. They also have a special direction called “the thickness”. Therefore, they can be used for the modeling of thin structures, while providing an accurate description of various through-thickness phenomena thanks to the use of a set of integration points in that direction. A reduced integration scheme has been introduced to prevent some locking phenomena and increase computational efficiency.

Results. To assess the effectiveness of the proposed solid-shell elements, a set of popular benchmark problems is investigated, involving linear as well as geometric nonlinear analyses. It is shown that these elements can support high aspect ratios, up to 500, and are especially efficient for elastoplastic bending behavior.

Conclusion. The various numerical experiments in linear and nonlinear situations reveal that these solid-shell elements perform really better than standard solid elements having similar properties in terms of geometry, interpolation and degrees of freedom.
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